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extreme, is very important in geography.   It is what Horace called the
"golden mean."
 2.	Where favorable surroundings like those of Ohio make a commu-
nity rich and prosperous it can afford to maintain a good government and
support teachers, scientists, clergymen, and artists.   A region like eastern
Quebec with poorer soil and a less favorable climate cannot afford to spend
so much.
 3.	China illustrates the effect of geographical isolation on the higher
activities.   Although Buddhism canicTfrbm India, the intervening moun-
tains .have prevented the two countries from having much influence on
each other.  The sea long shut China off from the rest of the world.  Now,
however, the old isolation is breaking down.   So we see the Chinese gov-
ernment change from an absolute monarchy to a republic, and come into
troubled contact not only with Japan, but also with Russia, Europe, and
America.   The old system of learning literary- masterpieces by rote gives
place to the study of practical sciences; witchcraft is beginning to be re-
placed by scientific medicine; manufacturing plants are established; rail-
roads are laid through cemeteries that once were sacred; and there is agi-
tation to replace the thousands of difficult written characters by something
simpler.
 4.	Geographical conditions often have a direct effect on art, religion,
government, education, and other phases of civilization.  For instance, the
scattered location of the parts of the British Empire causes the most pro-
gressive of them to be far more independent in respect to London than
are our own states in respect to our capital at Washington.   In the same
way, because our states cover a large area and have different climates and
different relations to the sea, they can be joined happily in a single country
only if the various parts have more self-government than the "departments"
of France, which lie near each other and have less divergence of interests.
Again, in education, consider the contrast between the numerous trade
schools in England, where coal, iron, and other factors combine to en-
courage manufacturing, and the schools of an agricultural country like
Argentina, where commercial and industrial subjects find little place.
So, too, Germany has turned especially to chemistry, partly because
rich deposits oFunusual minerals, esp"ecTaHy~ar Stassfuit, and the use of
the beet for sugar gave the Germans great interest in that science. In like
fashion their wide use of the sea has helped to make J&£ .English the chief
investigators^of.Jthe.,.science of^oceanogragjiy; Califprnia's_dear air aids
that state in holding an exalted Jglacejii^astrionoijjy, with the world's two
largest telescopes.
Every religion is at least modified by its surroundings, especially those
of its birthplace. The objects of worship are often determined by geog-

